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Abstract 
I conducted a questionnaire survey based on the “10 biggest hits in recent years in Japan” as part of my research into features in 
innovative product design. The results of this survey show that innovative products offer customers “latent functions” that might 
otherwise escape their notice, and that some of them even solve “technical contradictions” that could crop up in the near future, 
and hence have a “great impact on society”. I think these features offer a direction in which TRIZ could proceed. However, 
detailed analysis indicates that assigning appropriate weight to the three features selected in this study of “big hits” is product-
specific. This leads me to propose in this paper an “Innovation-oriented TRIZ approach”, which combines the TRIZ method, 
marketing techniques and functional analysis in VE to plan and develop innovative products systematically. To apply this 
approach effectively, I would like to define “the best type of product” from the standpoint of its affinity with this innovative 
approach. Based on these selection criteria, I surveyed the top 10 hits selected by “Nikkei TRENDY (a magazine specializing in 
top hits)” from the “30 biggest hits” released in Japan in the last 9 years (2000 to 2008). A “big hit” is defined as a commercial 
product recognized by many customers for its ”new value”. “Innovation” is defined as creating “new things” (by Schumpeter). 
My theory, explored here, is based on the hypothesis that big hits, especially big hits in hardware, carry a high degree of 
probability to become innovative products. 
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1. Introduction 
This study aims at exploring “One Direction” for constructing an effective TRIZ=SIA (Systematic Innovation 
Approach)” suitable to our time, through feature analysis of recent “Big Hits” in Japan (some of which have become 
worldwide). This study was catalyzed in part by an earlier study1),2) which stated that Japanese manufacturers are 
confident both in their “Quality Control Techniques” and in the “Development Power of New Technologies”, while 
they face challenges in connection with both “New Product Planning Systems” and the “Power of Innovation”. 
I want to advance my own research on the premise that many developed countries including Japan have run out 
of options other than to build up an “Innovative Country” (or innovative territory) to keep abreast of overseas 
markets in the future. In particular, developed countries (mature countries) should not continue to practice a “catch-
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up strategy” 3), which always focuses on high quality products reasonably priced to insure product value, if they 
want to avoid a comeback by developing countries like “BRICs”. That is to say, they have to make an effort to join 
the “front runner’s group (a leading group) in overseas markets” 4), implementing “Product Innovation“ to create 
innovative new products and  “Business Model Innovation” to effectively expand these values into new markets.  
2. Overview of “Big Hit Analysis”  
In this paper, we defined “Big Hit” as a commercial product that numerous customers in the market recognize for 
its” new value”. We need to make the meaning of “Big Hit” clear before turning to “Big Hit Analysis (BHA)”.  
Therefore, based on the definition of “Big Hit”, I selected the surveyed products. I conducted a “BHA survey” based 
on the “10 biggest hits” selected from “30 biggest hits” released in “Nikkei TRENDY (a magazine specializing in 
big hits in Japan) over the last 9 years (2000 to 2008), using criteria I will explain later.  
2.1. Selection procedure for surveyed products (“top 10 hits”) 
I conducted this survey focusing on “hit products selected by consumers”, because the consumer living in today’s 
society most easily understands the features of each product. 
In the process of selecting from the “best 30” the “best 10”, I used several criteria (criterion A, B, C, D and E) as 
described below: 
 
Criterion Explanation 
A Manufacturing products with brand loyalty (high brand awareness)  
B New products based on new technology developed in one area  
C New products based on existing technology in one area applicable to a  different field  
D New products with high impact on modern society based on their ability to synthesize several existing 
technologies 
E Manufacturing products with prior name recognition in an existing market  
 
Figure 1: Criteria for selecting “Big Products”. 
 
I selected “big hits” according to the conditions shown in [A ҏ (B Ґ C Ґ D)] for the last five years (from 2005 
to 2009) and [A ҏ (B Ґ C Ґ D) ҏ E] from 2000 to 2004.I tried to categorize them according to their affinity with 
selected hit products, and finally ascertained the “10 biggest hits”. For example, “iPod nano & items, iPod mini, 
iPod touch and iPhone3G will be categorized as “a series of iPod products including iPhone3G”. Surveyed products 
I categorized as the “10 biggest hits” are listed below: 
 
1. Wii  
(Wii and its software) 
2.iPod  
(iPod series including  iPhone 3G)  
3.DS (DS and its software)  4.Blu-ray Disc 
5.Cross walkers by Wacoal  
 (especially fat-burning underwear for men & women) 
6.E-money 
(Electronic money of the card type used in  Japan )  
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7.Functional teas 
(For example, Healthy green tea  developed by “Kao” 
and Black oolong tea developed by Suntory in Japan)  
 8.Zero drinks 
(Beverages based on the “Zero concept”  like zero 
calories or non-alcohol )  
9.New washer-dryer 
(Drum type washer-dryer) 
 10.“UNIQLO” in Japan  
(Pioneer  of SPA) 
 
Figure 2:  Surveyed “10 Biggest Hits”. 
 
2.2. Respondents to the survey and contents of the questionnaire 
I conducted a questionnaire survey for the younger generation (twenty year olds) because the surveyed “10 
biggest hits” are consumer goods and socially newsy products.  Strictly speaking, I conducted the survey on 168 
students (87 males, 81 females), mainly freshmen but some sophomore to seniors in a class on “Technologies and 
Management” at SANNO university in which I participated last fiscal year (April 2009). In order to improve the 
reliability of the survey, I conducted the same survey with 28 business people (27 males, 1 female) who are mainly 
engineers from various companies in Japan. This questionnaire survey was conducted before starting the class and 
the seminar in the interest of retaining fairness. The survey mainly consisted of these three questions: 
 
 
 
3. The results as they effect “Big Hit Analysis (BHA)”  
3.1. [Question1] Select new products bringing “Innovation” to reality (multiple answers allowed) 
There were 160 valid responses (82 from men, 7 from women) among the 168 students polled. The results from 
the survey are shown in Figure 3. The total number of products selected was 620 (Men selected: 315, women: 305) 
due to the multiple answers allowed. 
In the breakout of total numbers of selected products (620), the first ranking (NO.1) is “iPod series including 
iPhone 3G”, the second ranking (No.2) is “electronic money (of the card type used in Japan)” and the third ranking 
(NO.3) is “Wii and its software” – these were selected as the “top three hits”. 
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Figure 3: Frequency of “Innovative Products” (multiple answers allowed). 
 
Even if the total numbers of selected products are categorized by gender, the “three biggest hits” remain 
unchanged, with slightest variation in order of rank.  
Moreover, in order to verify the “statistically-significant difference” for each selected product, I converted from 
the frequency of each selected product to its occupancy (in %). 
 Choice probability of a big hit Xi Pxi=ni/N㸫(1) 
 Occupancy of each big hit Xi PXi 㸻(ni/N)×100㸫(2)  
Given that each “big hit” Xi is the same, without “statistically-significant difference”, the theoretical probability 
of choice Xi is P0= (1/10) (in this case, the others are omitted). Therefore, I gave official approval as a “big hit” to 
each selected product showing more than 10% occupancy with a 1% level of significance. I gave official approval 
Pxi (choice probability of a big hit Xi) implementing a one-sided test (with a 1% level of significance) based on the 
standard normal distribution because “N=612 (others are omitted)” is defined as a large sample.  
 
Hypothesis H0: Pxi=P0    Alternate hypothesis H1 :Pxi>P0 
If  T(m) (tested estimated amount ) of P0 (population rate) ɷR, Hypothesis H0(with Į(level of significance)㸻
0 .01) has to be rejected.  The result of the statistical ratio test about the data in Figure 3 appears in Figure 4. 
 
Total number of selected products Occupancy 
(%) 
Z0 Z0㸺Z(0.01)㸻
2.33 
1% level of significance 
1.  Wii and its software  106 17.3 6.04 H1 High occupancy  
2 iPod series including  iPhone 3G  129 21.1 9.14 H1 High occupancy  
4. Blu-ray Disc  65 10.6 0.51 H0 Same as its theoretical 
probability  
6.Electronic money (Card type used 
in  Japan )  
108 17.6 6.31 H1 High occupancy  
 
Figure 4: Statistical ratio test for the  “4 most innovative products” (more than 10 %(occupancy) - total numbers). 
 
By the same token, the result of the statistical ratio test by gender are shown in Figures 5 and 6. 

 
¦  
10
1i i
nN 㸫 (3 
 ni: frequency of big hit Xi(i=1㹼10) N:Total 
number of selected products  
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Total numbers of selected product Occupancy (%) Z0 
Z0㸺Z(0.01)㸻
2.33 
1% level of 
significance 
1.  Wii and its software  56 18.2 4.79 H1 High occupancy  
2. iPod series including  iPhone 3G  66 21.4 6.69 H1 High occupancy  
4. Blu-ray Disc  38 12.3 1.37 H0 Same theoretical probability  
6.Electronic money (card type used in  
Japan )  50 16.2 3.65 H1 High occupancy  
 
Figure 5: Statistical ratio test on the “4 most innovative products ” more than 10 %( occupancy) – males. 
 
 
Total number of selected products  Occupancy (%)   Z0  Z㸺Z(0.01)㸻2.33  1% level of significance  
1.Wii and its software  50 16.4 3.75 H1 High occupancy  
2.iPod series  including  iPhone 3G  63 20.7 6.23 H1 High occupancy  
6.Electronic money (card type  used in  
Japan )  58 19.1 5.28 H1 High occupancy  
 
Figure 6: Statistical ratio test on the “3 most innovative products” more than 10 %( occupancy) – females. 
 
These results clearly show that the “iPod series including iPhone 3G”, “electronic money (based on the card type 
used in Japan)” and “Wii and its software” are statistically defined as the “3 most innovative products” because of 
their high occupancy in a one-sided test with a 1% level of significance . “Blu-ray Disc” is not statistically proven to 
be high occupancy (12.3%). It is fourth-ranking in the case of male numbers. On the other hand, in the case of 
female numbers,“Blu-ray Disc” is fifth ranking (8.9%) and of relatively low ranking compared to its male ranking. 
But “Beverages based on Zero concept” were (impressively, I found) fourth ranking (12.3%) in the case of females, 
though they were not statistically tested. I can imagine that females typically prefer low-calorie diet drinks as a 
result of this survey. However, even by gender, the “three biggest hits” remained unchanged. 
3.2. [Question2] Select a new product as the most innovative (only one number allowed). 
Valid responses came from 160 of the 168 students. This means the total numbers of selected products are 160 
(Men’s selection: 82, Women’s selection: 78) because only one answer is allowed. The result from [Question 2] is 
shown in Figure 7.The graphs by gender are shown in Figures 8 and 9.   
According to the result of [Question 2], “electronic money (based on the card type used in Japan)” is first 
ranking ,“iPod series including iPhone 3G” is second and “Wii and its software” is third as in the results of 
[Question1].  In other words, the “3 most innovative products” remain unchanged as in [Q1] with slightest variation 
in ranking order. Even by gender, the “3 most innovative products” are unchanged in [Q2].  “Best 3 -male” is the 
same number (frequency) and “Best 3 - female” are unchanged in ranking order.  
In addition, in order to verify the “statistically-significant difference” in [Q2] and [Q1], I converted from the 
frequency of each “big hit” (see Figure 7) to its occupancy (%) and tried to give official approval if each “big hit” 
was more than 10% occupancy and differed significantly from a 1% level of significance. 
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Figure 7: Frequency for “The Most Innovative Products”. 
 
 
 
Figure 8: Frequency for the “The most Innovative Product” (males surveyed). 
 
 
 
Figure 9: Frequency for “The most Innovative Product” (females surveyed). 
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The result of a statistical ratio test in Figure 7 is shown in Figure 10.  
There are no products with more than 10 % (occupancy) except the “3 most innovative products”, as [Q1] and 
[Q2] allow us to select only one number. Therefore, I can conclude from these factors that [Q2] focuses on the “3  
most innovative products” in [Q1] as “The most innovative products”. 
 
Total number of  products selected as the 
most  innovative 
Occupancy 
(%) Z0 
Z0㸺Z(0.01)㸻
2.33 
1% level of 
significance 
1.  Wii and its software  35 22.0 5.05 H1 High occupancy  
2.iPod series including  iPhone 3G  44 27.7 7.43 H1 High occupancy  
6.Electronic money (card type used in  
Japan )  46 28.9 7.96 H1 High occupancy  
 
Figure 10: Statistical ratio test of “The most innovative product” more than 10 % (occupancy) - total numbers-. 
 
In addition, I tried to test the statistical ratio in [Q2] by gender (See Fig.8, 9). I show the results in Figures 11 and 
12.  In the gender-segregated sample, I tested statistical ratio based on “t distribution” in a one-sided test with a 1% 
level of significance, because I couldn’t recognize numbers by gender in a large sample.   
 
Total number of  products selected as the 
most  innovative 
Occupancy 
(%) Z0 Z0㸺Z(0.01)㸻2.33 
1% level of 
significance 
1.  Wii and its software  21 25.9 4.78 H1 High occupancy  
2. iPod series  including  iPhone 3G  21 25.9 4.78 H1 High occupancy  
6.Electronic money (card type used in  
Japan )  
21 25.9 4.78 H1 High occupancy  
 
Figure11: Statistical ratio test of “The most innovative product” more than 10 % (occupancy) - males-. 
 
 
Total number of products selected as the 
most  innovative 
Occupancy 
(%) Z0 
Z0㸺Z(0.01)㸻
2.39 
1% level of significance 
1.  Wii and its software  14 17.9 2.34 H0 Same theoretical 
probability  
2. iPod series including  iPhone 3G  23 29.5 5.74 H1 High occupancy  
6.Electronic money (card type used in  
Japan )  
25 32.1 6.49 H1 High occupancy  
8.“Zero concept” beverages like zero 
calorie or non-alcohol)  
9 11.5 0.45 H0 Same  theoretical 
probability  
 
Figure12: Statistical ratio test of “The most innovative product” more than 10 % ( occupancy) - females-. 
 
In the case of males tested, “big hits” with more than 10 % (occupancy) are limited to the “3 most innovative 
products”. On the other hand, in the case of females, “Zero drink” earned 4th position in “big hits” of more than 
10% (occupancy). However, though we cannot conclude that not only “Zero drink” but also “Wii” are high 
occupancy products (innovative products) as a result of our using a statistical ratio test with a 1% level of 
significance, it is still clear that the “3 biggest hits” are high occupancy products (innovative products) within a 5% 
level of significance. 
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Therefore, it is reasonable to suppose that “E-money”, the ”iPod series including iPhone” and “Will and its 
software” can be recognized as the “3 most innovative products” in younger generation Japan, even by gender, 
judging by the results of both [Q1] and [Q2].  But we can’t say that the results of surveys [Q1] and [Q2] reflect the 
whole trend in Japanese society, because the results of the survey I mentioned are limited to student responses at one 
university in Japan. With that in mind, I decided to conduct [Q2] on 28 businesspeople, aiming at as objectively 
conducted a survey as possible.  I believe that this [Q2] conducted on 28 businesspeople strengthens our case for this 
survey, even if 28 responses were an insufficient number for this sample.  I will introduce the result of [Q2] 
businesspeople in Figure 13.  
 
 
 
Figure 13: Frequency of “The Most Innovative Product”-among businesspeople. 
 
The breakout of 28 people is 27 male responses and 1 female, and responses by age in the 30’s to 40’s are 
respectively 15 (54%) and 13 (46%). That is to say, responses are largely from the core generation at companies. 
They come mainly from the engineering field (21:75%) though some work at desk job & in sales divisions (7:25%).  
I think that the frequency of “E-money” in 3rd position in “big hits” is a relatively small number as compared 
with the number of samples (28), although the “3 most innovative products” in [Q2] for businesspeople remain 
unchanged. Therefore, in order to verify “statistically-significant differences” in [Q2] for businesspeople in a similar 
way as in [Q2] for students, I tried to give official approval if some “big hits” of more than 10% occupancy differed 
significantly from the 1% level of significance based on the distribution. The result of the statistical ratio test from 
Figure 13 is shown in Figure 14. 
We can’t say that “ E-money” in 3rd position of “Biggest hits” is a high occupancy product (innovative product) 
as a result of the statistical ratio test with not only 1% but also 5% level of significance, although it is clear that the 
“2 most innovative products” show high occupancy. However, I came to the conclusion that there is no difference 
between the “Best 3 innovative products” for students and for businesspeople, because the overall trend in [Q2] is 
basically unchanged between students and business people.  
 
Total number of products selected as most  
innovative  
Occupancy  
(%)   Z0  
Z0 㸺 Z(0.01) 㸻
2.39  
1% level of significance  
1.  Wii and its soft ware  8 29.6 5.78 H1 High occupancy  
2. iPod series  including  iPhone 3G  9 33.3 6.78 H1 High occupancy  
6.Electronic money (card type used in  
Japan )  
4 14.8 1.42 H0 Same theoretical 
probability  
  
Figure14. Statistical ratio test of “The most innovative product” more than 10 % (occupancy) - Businesspeople- 
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3.3. [Question3] describe the reasons why you thought that the new product you selected in [q2] was the most 
innovative new product.  
I asked 160 students (valid responses) to describe the reasons why they thought the new product they selected in 
[Q2] was the most innovative. After the survey, I first examined the contents of the original descriptive data in [Q3]. 
Subsequently, I categorized “4 groups” (“5 groups” if we include others) utilizing an affinity diagram (called the 
“KJ method” in Japan).   
The results of our categorization in [Q3] are shown in Figure 15. The total number of frequency for each category 
is more than the number of valid responses (160), because some descriptive data (language date) are distributed 
across more than one category.  
 
 
 
Figure15: Main reasons why each selected product is the most innovative (Total number). 
 
Judging from the trends seen in the bar chart (Fig. 15), first rank is held by the “Accomplishment of Latent 
Required Functions (LRFs)”, second rank by a product’s “Big Impact on Society (BIS)” and third rank by its 
“Solution of Contradictions (SC)”.  Even when valid responses are categorized by gender, the trend of the bar chart 
remains unchanged. Therefore, in order to consider if each of the “3 most innovative products” has different features, 
I tried to categorize the bar chart (See Fig. 15) by the “3 most innovative products”.   I want to call the bar charts for 
each of the 3 “most innovative products”  “Innovative patterns (See Figures 16 -18)”.  In addition, I’m going to 
show “Innovative patterns  (See Figures 19-20)” focusing on both “ZERO drinks (forth ranking)” and “Blu-ray Disc 
products (fifth ranking)” as reference material, although I didn’t give official approval statistically to these as “big 
hits” due to their more than 10%(occupancy). 
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Figure 16: E-money used in Japan. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17: iPods &iPhones. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 18: Wii &Wii software. 
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Figure 19: ZERO drinks. 
 
 
Figure 20: Blu-ray Discs. 
 
Common factors of the 3 “most innovative products (E-money, iPod&iPhone and Wii&its software)” include 
their high frequency for both the “Accomplishment of Latent Required Functions (LRFs) and their big impact on 
society (BIS). 
Judging from the above, it is possible to establish the hypothesis that Innovative products grasp “LRFs” and give 
“LRFs” to customers before they notice the existence of “LRFs” and give a “Big Impact on Society” through 
realization of these “LRFs”.   
 For the reasons mentioned in this hypothesis, it is clear that we have to predict the trends of society in the near 
future, grasp “LRFs” from the voices of the near future and embody “LRFs” through new product development 
activities as “the basic strategy for realizing “Innovative Products”.   
“iPod&iPhone” offers another feature that the two other products (E-money and Wii&its software) don’t have. It 
has solved a lot of contradictions, such as “Compactification VS Great memory capacity”, ” Reduced size VS Large 
letters on display” and so on, realizing a variety of LRFs”. 
In the case of “ZERO drinks”, getting rid of contradictions (antinomies) like “Zero calories VS Sweet taste” offer 
evidence that “ZERO drinks” are most innovative, even as a reference case. Put it another way, one may say that 
getting rid of contradictions as in the products mentioned above is solved by actualizing latent contradictions, 
grasping their features suited to modern society. On the other hand, “Blu-ray Disc” receives a high evaluation for its 
“dramatic high density and color graphics definition”. In this case, the “Realization of High Quality” proffers the 
image of innovation. The other four products don’t have such features. 
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Japanese manufacturers are generally good at making “Innovative products” focusing on high quality like “Blu-
ray Discs”. But respondents who recognized “Blu-ray Disc” as “the most innovative” were relatively low (7/160). 
Judging from these features, it’s easy to imagine that seeking high quality alone is not a good way to realize 
innovative products for customers in modern society. 
The results of the survey clearly show that the more innovative products give heed to both “Accomplishment of 
LRFs” and “BIS”, and realize “Timely Solutions of Contradictions (SC)” that might be actualized in the near future. 
Connecting the above mentioned speculations with management techniques like TRIZ, VE and QFD, I hope to 
organize the role of each management technique in product development activities. 
 
 
 
4. A proposal for “Innovation-oriented TRIZ” 
4.1. The necessity of “innovation-oriented TRIZ” and its perspective 
In order to grasp and realize “RFs”, VE and QFD5) have always been used by some Japanese manufacturers. 
However, I think that most cases based on VE and QFD activities are geared to realize “Manifest Functions 
(Actualized Required Functions)” from VOC (Voices of Customers). 
Grasping “Manifest Functions (MFs)”, we need to continue marketing activities and client surveys. 
In the meantime, if we try to grasp “LRFs” precisely, we are required to master not only existing methods like 
VE and QFD but also “Future-oriented thinking”. People with “Future-oriented thinking have excellent insight into 
predicting the near future. Therefore, it is not too strong a statement that the creative ability to achieve Innovation is 
based on insight into grasping the trends of the near future.  
Improving our creative ability, focusing on Innovation, we need not only an ability to predict a vision for the near 
future considering “Mega trends in modern society”, but also the faculty of reason to predict the “Direction of 
developments in technology” based on “the patterns of Technological Evolution” 6) in the TRIZ field. For example, 
it is important to describe an “association chart” for the near future in modern society like Figure 21.  If we have the 
above mentioned ability, it is possible to practice early detection of “Latent Contradiction (LC)” and to find a 
solution. Moreover, the degree of expectation for developing new products with “BIS” will be increased. 
I tried to organize “the perspective of “Innovation-oriented TRIZ (See Fig22)” based on the “insight to predict 
future trends”. 
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Figure 21: Association chart for near future (as an example). 
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Figure 22: The perspectives of Innovation–oriented TRIZ. 
 
4.2. Innovative features in the “best 3 innovative products” 
1) Innovative features in “E-money” 
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Although we can’t insist that Technologies to realize “E-money” are not “new” in Japan, E-money's 
infrastructure was built up rapidly. As a result, the “E-money system in Japan” gave us so much convenience in our 
daily life. “We don’t need to get out our wallet to pay“, “we can go through entrance gates smoothly without facing 
the problem of overcrowding” and so on. They are called “LRFs”. That is to say, the “E-money system” offered 
“Big Impact” while realizing “LRFs” in modern society in Japan (See Fig 16). I want to call “E-money” a “Service-
oriented Innovation”. Therefore, “E-money” is an innovative product which applied existing technologies to 
creating a new market.  
2) Innovative features in the “iPod series including i Phone3G”  
I think that each element in technology in the “iPod series A” is based on applied existing technologies. In fact, 
most of the electronic components in iPhone and iPod as hot electronics are made in either Korea or Taiwan at low 
cost compared to Japan7). In a word, technologies in hardware of  “A series iPod” are not new. But, “Business 
Model” connecting mobile devices like iPod with “App Store” (software delivery service) to realize “LRFs” with 
“SC” is very innovative8). Judging from the above, I can say that the “A series of iPod” is a “Business model-
oriented Innovation”.  
Therefore, the “iPod series” is an innovative product which applies existing technologies to create a new market, 
too.  
3) Innovative features in ”Wii and its software” 
The Wii also consists of applied existing technologies in the IT field. However, “Wii” attracted a lot of new 
customers, in particular the elderly, by a surprising variety of new software we’ve never met like “Wii fitness, etc)”. 
That is to say, “Wii and its software” is “Service-oriented Innovation” creating “new demand” combining “games” 
with “fitness activities”. Therefore, I think that “Wii and its software” is an innovative product which applies 
existing technologies in creating a new market, too.  
As just described, although we can’t say that the “Best 3 innovative products” shown in this paper are based on 
developing new technologies, it is clear that these products created a new market we’ve never before encountered by 
embodying a radical service and business model. That is why I want to call them “Radical Innovations” for creating 
a new marketplace. 
“Innovation–oriented TRIZ (See Fig.22)” that I want to propose in this paper is a new approach focusing on 
“Service/Business model-oriented Innovation”. 
In addition, in order to deploy “Innovation-oriented TRIZ” effectively, we have to make a study on the utilization 
of OTSM (the Russian acronym for the General Theory of Powerful Thinking) 9) known as one of several new 
branches of Classical TRIZ developed by Altshuller. Especially, I want to focus on four main OTSM technologies: 
New Problem Technologies; Typical Solution Technologies; Contradiction Technologies; Problem Flow 
Technologies. 
Because it’s expected that OTSM reduces the volume of trial and error, obtain a satisfactory solution for non-
typical problem (problems regarding business field) and discover “hidden contradiction” 10). 
5. Conclusion 
The results of this survey show that it will be very hard to produce creative products of value with “BIC” in the 
markets of the near future, if manufacturers try to develop high-quality products utilizing only “cutting-edge 
technologies”. In the meantime, based on the way of applying a variety of existing and some cutting-edge 
technologies with “colligative effects” systematically, it is possible to realize “Value Creative Innovation” with 
“BIC”. However, in order to facilitate such innovative activities, companies (mainly manufacturers) have to make an 
effort not only to practice MOT techniques like TRIZ, VE and QFD, with their technical power; but also to show 
their ability in “Leadership Innovation”. Briefly speaking, they have to keep their ability to take action with 
excellent foresight.  
Last of all, I want to show “Four Ways to Predict the Future (See Fig. 23)” which facilitate foresight. 
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Figure 23: Value Correlation Diagram Based on “Four Ways” to Predict the Future. 
 
To put it more concretely, “WAY A” is to see if existing complementary products continue to stay in the same 
position or whether another complementary new product will appear in the near future, “WAY B” will consider a 
strategy of differentiation against competitors, “WAY C” will predict the Voices of Customer (VOC) from the 
standpoint of the near future and “WAY D” will chase up a strong supplier to support an in-house product. 
Finally, I would like to introduce “Beer- taste drink” known as case in point of Zero drinks, which is facilitating 
“Big Impact on Society (BIC)”recently as one of innovative products.    
Kirin developed “Zero alcohol beer-taste drink (Kirin Free)” we’ve never seen before in April of 2009. After that, 
Suntory created highly-valued “New beer-taste drink (All-Free)”, embodying not only “Zero alcohol “but also “Zero 
Calorie” and “Zero carbohydrate” in September of this year (2010).  Realization of “Three Zero” by Suntory has an 
impact on Japanese society.  I want to show “Value Correlation Diagram Based on Four Ways” from the standpoint 
of “All-Free” as described below (See Fig.24).  Value Correlation Diagram about “All-Free” shows that All-Free is 
the highly-valued product to be suitable in modern social environment of Japan, we’ve never seen before. In a word, 
“Zero” created” Value of product” in this case. 
   
 
 
Figure 24: Value Correlation Diagram about “All-Free”. 
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